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SJThlMARY 

This interim report compares the predicted and measured performance 
of the BrookrnanS Park -series loaded mast radiator ~ which is now used for 
the Home Service on 342m. ,-

_ .The -base impedance measurements and the value of ~odol~ are 
.discussed, and, cOlIlpared vvi th the theoretical rosul ts; agreement is 
reasonably good, but it is considered necessary to improve the accuracy 

.. of the measurements •. 

,4.ttempts have been u'k'i.de to measure the. vertical 'polar dia.e;ram of 
tl:le-aeri?-l by aircraft. fliGhts and also by pulse ueasurements of the 
inqirect ray, .but these have not beensa.tis:('actory, there being large 
differences in the measured diacrams in differeri.t directions from the 
aerial. These discrepancies are 'not yet understood, ap.d .it is 
proposed at a later date to continue the tests in an attempt to resolve 
the difficulties. -

Finally,- reception conditions vvithiri part of the service area are 
described, but this vlork is not' yet complete. 

1. INTRODUDrION 

Up to September 1946, apar:t -from tE31~porary. wartime arrangements, 
the Brookroans Park service on 342m was radiated from a T aerial slung 
from 200 I self-supportinc towers. It .. was knovm that the service area 
could be increased by the use of a hir;h aerial, but it had not previously 
been possible to obtain permission fr-om the. Air:Miilistry to erect high 
masts at this site. Consideration had. been. ,c:iven to the use of' 
alternative aeria:ls with the object of improvinc the coveraGe, and an 
experimental ring aerial system was tc-sted durinc; 1938. By 1939 it 
had been acreed tci proceed with such a system, but the scheme ViaS 

abandoned on the outbreak of war. At the end of hostilities in 1945 
the question was ac;ain conSidered, and three scheraes were investigated-
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wi th a view to improving the service - a hiSh mast radiator of tp.e 
order of 500' hi211, a mc.st npproximately 400! high with a larGE) -
capacity top, and a rin~ aerial system. The first of these I 

arrangements, a high mast radiator, had always been considAred -the. 
best solution, and the alternatives were only contemplated in view 
of Air -Ministry refusal to pern1i t the building of high masts 'at the 
Brookmaris Park site, However, this permission vms eventually 
obtained~ and plans we:re finalised for the erection of ahi~h mast 
radiator, which was eventually broU[~ht into service on September 29th, 
1946. 

A 507' lattice s,teel mast was available from 0.S.E.5, and it was 
decided to modify this to make it suitable for opero.tion on 342m. 'A 
small capacity top Was added, consisting of three spokes projectinG' 
30' beyond the mast; in addition, ,the mast vvas broken at a height 
of approximately 400' with an insulator across which a mast loading 
coil could be connected. The general arrangement is shown in Fig.l, 
and,the site of the new mast, F, in Fig. 2. 

,The advantages of series 'loaded mast radiators of' this type have 
already beendescribed{n Research Department Report No. E.027, 
Serial No. 1946/13. -They may,' however, be summarised as permitting 
the use of a lower mast than would otherwise be the case, allowing ~ 

, variation of the 'effcctive electrical heiGht to be conveniently and 
quickly made, and giving efficient operation.over an mcreased band 
off'requencies; the latter two considerations were the most important 
in thisparticiular case. It wOuld have' been practicable .to add a top 
to the m6.st sufficiently large to give the optimum polar diagram 
vdthoutthe use of a loadin:=; c6il, and it is still possible that thi!'l 
vdll be done at a later date vmen experiments have been completed.' . 
Howcver, in view of the limited experimental work which has SO far 
been carried out on medium wave radiators; it VI8.8. considered desirablQ 
to use the most flexible arransement possible (a series. loaded mast) 
for varying the effective heiGht,' in order to see hovJ close was the . 
agremnent bC~Jeen predicted and measured performance. Flexibility is 
of considerable value in the event of a wavelength change. 

" . 
2. ,MAST, BAsE n1PEDilNCE l1E1ll3tJREMENT.,§. 

, . 

2~1 l~st LoadiTI-f)Co",il Short-Circui~ed 
, .. . . . . 

Th~iIl1pedance-f~equenc~ oharacteristi~,,'.l'l1easured from the ATH vd th' 
the loading coil short-:circui te<;l, is shovm in Fie;.' 3, and £'ron this ' 
the leadinc; characte.r:Lstics 'of the mast can be derived. The measured 
curve is analysed in detail i:n t.he· AppendiX, in which the following 
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information is deduced:-

Oharacteristic impedance 260.Q 

,Velocity of propa~ation 0·92c, (c = velocity of' light) 

V.P.D. effectivc height (Le'. the height 
of a simple mast havinG the same 
vertical polar diagram) .....••• 0·52X 

AA, ' 
The measured 7~resonance frequency, corrected for the lead-in, 

is 401 kc/s, but the impedance at th~ "12 resonance frequency of 802 kc/s 
is far from purely resistive. This can be considered due td a , 
capacity of 630j..LfJ.F, effectively in parallel 'with the mast base; it is 
partly due to fittings, such as a large rain shield, corona rings, and 
mast lighting circuits. This large base capacity has the unfortunate 
effect of considerably reducing the, aerial driving point resistance and 
hence of increasing the driVinG point current, and leads to increased 
KVA and power losses iD. tre r:lD.tching circuit. Moreover, being 
controlled by mechanical fitting~ not always known in advance, 'it makes 
the accqrate prediction of baseimpedanc~ extremely difficult. On the 
other hand, the parallel resistance" and hence the base voltage can 
usually be calculated reasonablY accUrately. . 

It is suggested tl1at in £uture installations additions in the form 
of corona rings and rain shield should be reduced to the smallest 
possible dimensions, the rain shield beinG preferably non-metallic; 
also that shunt capacity due to the mast lishtins system 00 made as 
small as possible. 

2.2 Mast Loading Coil used to Control Effective Heip,ht, 

, " Fig.14shOlt~ three impedance-frequency characteristics of the mast, 
wi th 0, 23 and .53 tur".ns. o~ the mast loadinG' coil in circuit. ' These 

curves are analysed in detail in the Appendix, iri. which it is concluded 
that the results show' reasonable agreement vd th the theoretical 

'predictions. The heights" of a normal masthavin~i the same vertical 
polar diagl"am, termed the V .P.D. effective heights; have been deduced 
from these measurements, and are as follows:-

Ooil Turns V.P.D. Effective 
HeiGht 

0·52A 
o· 53 A 

0.57 A. 
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The theoretical vertical polar dia0Tams for these three condition~ 
including the e-ffect of feed ourrent, are shovffi in Fie. 5, 'and: should 
be compared 'with the later measurements described in Seotion 4. For 
oomparison purposes these ourvesare soaled to'[3ive the same-field 
stren2,-thalong the ground;, the ground ray field strength for a given \ 
power varies for the three ooil conditions, in thOmromer discussed in 
Section 3~ 

3 • VALUE OF Eodo/fiW 

, , The value of Eodolfi&l (the product of field strenGth' in mV/m and 
distance in km for 1 kW radiated, neglecting ground attenuation) is an 
aerial parameter ef great impertanoe,. The abselute value gives the , 
aerial radiation efficiE:';}noy, and in addi ~ion the varia tidn wi thfreque:q.cy , 
indicatcs whether the vertical polar diaGram is changing in the p:t:'€:dioted 
manner. ' 

Attempts to, measure Eodol/kW to an aocura.ey better than about 10% 
for the Br-oolonaris Park mast have not se far been very succ~ssful, dUe," 
it is thought,pa!'tly to the inaccuracy in the measurement of input 
power to the aerial and partly to errors in the field strength
measurements. The aeriaJ. 8l:mleters installed show errors of at least 
5%, and are quite unsatisfactory for the purpese.Measurement of the 
pow,er b,y means of impedance and peak voltage measurements has also 

( proved unsatisfactory, due to internal arCing at hiGh voltages in the 
, only instrument available. There also appear to be disorepancies in 

the estimated power output of two different tran,smitters which have been 
used for tests. However, for the time bein~; it is thouc;ht that ri. 
pO\iver estirrulte based on the DC input to the last staGe of the transmi tte!' 
is the most reliable, and this method has been used in the re suI t$ in 
this section of the report. The construction of a suitable peak 
voltmeter for use on high pmvers has been completed; ,and it is hoped to ~ 
use this instrumontat'a later date to obtain more acourate fi~es~ .. 

'The horizontal polar d:ia.'jrams for three different loadinsooil 
oonditions are shavv!l:i,.n FiG. 6. Theso !'es\ll ts indicate either errors 
in the field strength measurements or variations in the radiated power 
durinG, th!3 measurement of one polar diagram, othervdsc all the curves 
would be of the same shape. The average values of Eod.a//kW derived 
from Fie. 6 are as follows:- " " ' 

Ooil 'T1.UJl1l 

o 
~ 
~ 

Eodol..MV 

389 
388 

398 
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, If we compare these figures with a theoretical curve corresponding 
to v~ious loop earth losses, shmv.Cl in Fig. 7, we see ,that the three 
points do not fall on a smooth curve, due presumably to the er,rors 
discussed above. Roughly speaking, however, they fall on the 5Q Ipss 
curve, corresponding to a powef efficiency of 93%. ' 

The figures in the above table are based on the estimated output 
of approximatel~r 50 MV from B.P.l transmitter, which was used at the 
time of the tests. 

!±. VERTIOAL POLAR DIAGRAM1:IEASUP.ElOOITS . _... . ,... 

4.1 ~remcn~ by Aircraft Flights 

-Measurements of the vertical polar diagram YJ'Cro mad.eby 
installing field strength measuring equipment in a Lancaster and 
making flights over the mast at a height of approximately 6000'. It 
is not proposed to describe, the equi9ffient and method of measurement 
in detail, but the followL~g comments should be borne in mind in 
considering the results. 

It is now considered,that there were ~vo main sources qf ' 
'experimental. error, both associated with the high speed-of the aircraft. 
First, the important part of the polar diagram between vertical angles 
of 00 and 400 , was covered in about 20 seconds-, during which time the ' 
received field strength varied from 0 to about 600 mV/m. As the 
variation of field strength Vii th time is rapid, it becomes difficult 
preCisely to associate a point on the r.ecord with the position of the 
aircraft. For instance, an error of 200 yds. in position may give a 
2 : 1 error in the measured Ed. The inertia of the mechanical 
recording milliammeter may also introduce, errors by riot exactly 
following the rapid changes in recorded fic+d strength. A typical 
record of the field strength ~corder is shovvnin Fig. 8. 

A second. difficulty caused by the,high ~peed of, the aircraft is' 
in '.pinpointing' its position;-this leads to particularly large 
errors if the flight ,is not directly over the aerial. 

To eliminate some of the random errors, v~hen possible,· at least 
tvlO separate flights over the same course were made, arid the results 
averaged .. 
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These sources of error ate unfortunately most seripus in'the 
important part of the polar diagram. It is desirable that the 
measurements should be repeated. using a much slower aeroplane, 
preferably a helicopter, but this has not yet been possible, 

'. 

In order to trY out the method of measurement, the first tests 
carried out were on th.e original Regional T aerial at Brookmans Park, 
having a theoretical polar ,diagram substantially the same as that of . 
a A;4. aerial. " .. . 

, 
The measured diagram is shown in Fig. 9 for ~vo different 

directions, at benrings of 700 and 2500 , On the same diagram the 
theoretical curve is also shown; for comparison purposes the three 

, curves have been mad9 to coincide. at an angle of 60° to the vertical. 

There is an appreciabl~ divergence between the 'measured and' the 
theoretical curves· at the lovrer .angles.. That this may be due to the 
errors previously disqussed is. to some extent confirined by the fact 
that in one curVo the measured field strength is appreciably less, and 
in the other appreciably gr:eater tha.'l the theoretical va.lues, . "The 
mean of the ~vo measured curves vfould in fact be in good agreement 
wi th the theoretical curv~. '. 

Fig, 10 shows the measured vertical polar diagram of the mast 
radiator, at a'bearing of 3580 with 0 turns in tho mast loading coil. 
For comparison purposes the theoretical diagram for a 0'52Amast has 
been added, arranged to coincide at an angle .of 60d to the vertical. 
At low angles the measured field strength appoars to be appreciably 
greater than the theoretical value. . 

.. 1 
Fig. I 11 shows the. corresponding diagrams Vii th 2:3 turIlsinthe 

mast 10~ding coil. In thisca$e runswe~e made in three different 
directions at bearings of 550, 2350 and 3580~ All the measured . 
curves show greater .radiation than the theo~etical, particularly at 
small angles to the vertical, but .the discrepancy be~veen the 
dif~erent runs is disturbing. It means that either the measUrements 
were;inaccurate to this extent, or -alternatively that the site, 
including re~radiating aerials, is affecting the measurements. 

1 
. Fig. 12 shows the results for the Case of 53 turns in the mast 
loading coil; in this one case the measured field strengths are less 
than the· theoretical over a considGrable range in . the important part 
of .the polar diagram. 
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1 
Fig. 13 shows two runs at a bearing of 1780

, wi tf! 0 and 2} turns, 
respectively in the mast loading coil. In this particular direction 
the diagrams are much worse than in any other of the measured 
directions, and the discrepancies are disturbing. 

4.2 Me/?-surement b.l Pulse :t.,fetho4, 

The pulse method of measuring the vertiQal polar diagram 
consisted in using two transmitting aerials - the ,aerial under test, 
and a loW' T aerial having a vertical polar 'diagram assumed to be the 
same as the theoretical 'diagram. Each aerial is e'nergised alternately 
50 times per second from a conIDlon transruitter modulated by 200 ~sec. 
puises and having a pulse repetition frequency of 100 pulses per 
second. The pulses radiated by the T aerial were suppressed at , 
regulariritervals for identification purposes. The received ground 
and indirect ray pulses are obserVed on a cathode ray tube at various 
distances from the transmitter. 'If the amplitudes of received 
ground waves from the two aerials are made the same, the ratio Of '. 

, the indirect ray pulses can be read off directly from the cathode ray 
tube. This gives the ratio of the radiated field strength from the ' 
two aerials at angieswhich may'be calculated by knOWing the distance 
between the transmitting and receiving points, ,and also the path 
difference between the ground and the indirect ray; this latter is 
measured by means of a calibrated time base .By measuring at 
various distances from the transmi i;ter the complete vert1calpolar. 
diagram can be plotted. ' 

A possible error associated with this method is ;that the 
reflecting layer may not be hO)llogeneous, so 'that, due to the spacing, 
of the two transmitting aerials; the reflection conditions may not 
be the same for the two indirect rays. This diversity effect was 
noticed in practice, but by carrying out observations over a 
sUfficiently long period and averaging results, it was considered 
that this source of error was lar,gely eliminated. It was found that 
the most reliable results were obtained from E layer reflections; 
echoes fr9m other regions were usually too weak for satisfactory 
observations. 

This method of measurement has another drawback, in that it 
depends on the state bf,the ionosphere,and it may be necessary to 
spend long periods waiting for suitable ionospheric conditions • . 

. Since these tests were carried out, however, improved apparatus 
has been made, giving greatly improved results, but tEis will be the 
matter for another report. 
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So far observations have been carried out in only two towns -
,Folkestone Dnd Brighton, these being chosen beca~se they lie on, the 
fringe of the night-time "servic'ia area. ' 

Coil 
Turns 
at 
Mast 

The results are' s1.lnllll.8.rised in the. following table, and will be 
discussed in Section 4.4. 

---~ 

Indirect ray ratio Mast Radiator 
T Aerial 

. Brighton, e = 270 FolkQstone, e = .310 
.1 ' " Pulse Aircraft Pulse Aircraft 

Break: Theoretical Measurements Measurements Theoretic al l,ioasu.rement:: Measurements 

0 

, . 

1 

--
1 

ZS 
- JE 1 

53 

,: at :1,.780 
" - -~ .- . .- :.. 

..... 

0 .• 18 0.45 0 • .32 0.2 

, 

0·.18 - 0.3 0.2 None 
made ,on 

- - correct _. 
0.16' bearing 

I. 0.33 0.35 O.lB 
of 1260 

---
. 0.31 ~ b.B 0.25 

- ~------,- . 

* One night IS observations only - ionospheric condi ticins 
for test very poor. 

4..3 . Service Ar!a Investi1£g.t~on· 

I 

0.37 

0.32 

0.39 

0.6 

'A certain number of local polar diagram measurements' and field 
strength measurements in' the South Ooast' area ha.ve been made since 
the new mast has been put,into service. These rcsults,compared 'with 

,available measurements on the original "T" aorial, combined with the 
results of listening tests and outside reports have made it possible 
to estimate the approximate overall improvement in service area 'which 
has resulted from the installation of the new mast radiator. 
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The value of E dol/i!ii for the original.T aerial (allovv;i.ng for ground 
conductivity) vvas 2%5, corresponding to an efficiency.6f 701.6. The 
Eodol/kW values for the nevv mast. have alreadiY; been i!;iven in Section 3~· and 
show that in addition to the th6oreticalimprovement in gr-oundrayfield 
strength due to the use of a high'mast, the radiation efficiency has. been 

.. increased to approximatelY.90%, due pre~Umably to the increased .. 
radiation resistance and the decreased earth l68s. 

The field strength maps in 'Figs , 14-' and IS 'show tho·oifferop.ce in 
the service area due' to tho change from El lov; T aerial to' the now mast 
radiator. Fig. 14 shows the service area map df thc 342m HODe Service 
using the"T"aerial, and Fig. 15 that for the nfJ'lI r,last radiator with 1 
turns in the mast loading coil. The ground contours shown in Fig.15 
have been prepared from Fig. i4 by al101tving for the, increased radiation 
efficiency, based on tM local horizontal' polar diar;ram measurements. 
The fading limit shmm on the maps have all been calculated on a 
theoretical basis, assuming a one hop reflection from the E layer, and 
perfect reflection at both layer and ground;' the F layer reflection • 
has been neglected as it is considered negligible in comparison 'with that 
frbm the E layer. The fading 1imi t is taken to be where the indirect 
ray and ground· ray arc equal. . In' calculating this indirect ray the 
vertical polar diagram is taken to be the same as that of a O· 55!.. mast 

, radiator. . 

From the i:drcraft results a:pd also from the -pulse observations 
along the South Coast it appoars'the indirect ray is groaterthan 
suggested for a 0.55!.. aerial. If this is true the antifading·,limit 
would be increased to a line approaching the' 5 mV/m contour. On the 
other hand, fading measurements at various South Coast t01JVl'lS suggest that 
conditions are better than indicated by the vertical polar diagram 
aircraft measurements, and that the fading free areashcr{n in Fig. 15 
is, in fact, substantial~ obtained. However, it is possible that 
ionospheric conditions during the period of observation havc 'been 
favourable, and to investigate this discrepancy it will be ~ccessary to 
carry cut further tests. 

Referring to Figs, 14 and 15 the cross-hatched area is where the 
ground ray field strength is grea,ter than 3 mV/m, but "wh~re night fadilig 
can be expected. The vertical~ sha4ed area corresponds to field 
strength of less than 3 mV/m where both interference and night fading 
may be expected, The interference can be in the form of man-made . 
static or from other transmitters on an adjacent channel. 
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It should., .of ceurs!3, be remembered that some .of. the shaded areas 
are servedfrelTI ether transmitters; 'fer instance, Seuthampton is 
,satisfaoterily serveq: frem I?a:rtley al theugh it is ,in the vcrtically-
shaded. 'area frem Broekmans Park. . ' 

Field.strength recerds .of the fading in vari9us South Ceastte~~~ 
have been made, and a typical recerd forthc IITII aerial, and new mast . 

. radiater taken in BriGhten are shown in Fig. 16. These do not .of 
course rl?present the ,same ienospheric condition since they were taken, 
en 'different· days" but" they are typical and give a fair idea .of the, 
imprevement in a tovm where fading is,l?xpected. 

A .l:i.st .of the. daytime field strengths .of 'the Breekmans Park 
transmitter in $outhCeast tevv.os befere and after the aerial change is' 
given in the table belew.. 'All these measurements are fer a nominal 
'povvor .of 140 JeN. ' 

Tewn 

, Hastings 

Bexhill 

Eastbeurne 

Seaf'ord. 

Newhaven' 

Brighten 

Shereham 

Werthin~ " 

~gnor 

Average Field strengthmV/m 

T Aerial ' Mast Rad~ater 2~ turns 
at Break . 

2~2 2.8 

2.0 2.:5 

2.0 2.8 

1.9 2.8 

2.3 3.0 

2.3 ; 2.8 

2.3 2.9 

, , 2.9 3.4-

2~0 2.9 

Due te the large ameunt .of medificatiens and maintenance ''fork 
which has been cnrried out on the Heme Service' transmi tter and a:erial 
during, the past year, it has unfortunately not·yet been pessible to 

, carry .out a complete field strength survey. It is, hovvevcr, hoped 

-~ 

e--

e, 
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to do this in the near ~ture, and to summarise the results ina 
further report. 

4.4: Discussion of Measurements and Service Area Improvements 

The most disturbing feature of the aircraft polar diagram 
measurements 'isthe di'fference petween the results in different 
directions from the transmitter. One'possib1e explanation is that 
it is due to other vertical radiators on the same site, which ~ay also 
accpunt for the general increase of radiation at s)lla1l angles to the 
vertical, compared with the predicted r.esul ts. . 

The conditions of test f~r the' aircraft measurements were vd th 
. niasts A and B and the T aerial slung between these masts free ; , masts 
C and D were earthed, while the T aerial between these two masts, and 
mast Eviere cormected as for normal progra.rometransmissions.. . Tests . 

" made later shovled that the only re-radiators carrying appreciable .. 
currents were masts C and D,the equivalent power in each being about 
.3 l&l with 140 kW in the high mast. ·Taking the W'orst possible condition, 
(in which the fields from .mastsO and D are in phasd) the calculated., 
contribution from these masts is approximately equfl.1 to the theoretical 
for the high llk'lSt 'radiator over the range of I."ng1es from 0 - 400 , and 
hence cannot do more than double the radiation at'these angles. 
Moreover, in the direction which shoW's the largest discrepancies, at 
1780 , the spacing between the tvV'c. systems is appro:x.i.mate1y 1.4",; we 
would expect this to result in an. oscillation in the, measured vertical. 
polar diagram over the range 0 - 400 due to masts C and D, Md not a 
general increase. It seems' therefore that neither the magnitude nor 
the effect of t~e,radiation from masts 0 andD.explain the big departure 
between the theo~etical and measured curve, nor the difference in 
different directions from the transmitter. 

. The pulse measurements can only be compared vd th the aircraft 
results in two cases, both at Brighton, since no aircraft measurement 
j,n the direction of Folkestone was carried out.. In one case' (2¥3 turns 
in the mast loading coil) the a~eernent betvvc'en aircraft andpu.1se . 
me~surcin.ents is goo~l but in theothercas~ ~t is ~oor. .Agai~ the, 
pulse results for 5"13 turns are also ,sUl"prJ.S:).,ng; ... J.t seems un1J.kely 
that the high mast radiator should. be so little better thrulthe lovi 
T ae:da1 in this condition. The least favourable' aircraftmeasurernent 
indicated' at ieast a 2 : 1 reduction in indirect rny compared "vi th the 
T aerial at e = 270 • Furthermore~ the only measurement made in the 
5;t.3 turns condition (Fig. 12) indicates that the vertical polar diagram 
is extremely good. 
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It is 'Wurth. noting that the pulse measurements for the 513 turns 
condition were made during one ni~ht only, when ionospheric conditions 
happened to be very poor, the observed indirect ray ratios varying over 
wide limits~.-

It is, extremely important that these discrepancies s~ould be 
understo9d, but this will not be possible until ,further experiments can 
be made. The \If'ork so far carried out has given valuable experience 
in- the possiblo sources of error, which will be useful when experiments 
arc resur;ned. . '., .. 

Although the fading free area of the BrookInans Park transmitter 
has been increased since the erection of the new mast radiator, a 
large part. of the' South Coast, espccially bct'ivoen Hastings and Bognor, 
still does not,receive a fi;rst-class service. It is,. of course, an 
:improvement over the service from the old "T" aerial, but the field 
strength is still not more than .3 mV In - too low to overcome the 
serious noise level in large ,urban areas such as B~ighton. Sideband 
"s,plash" frOf1 European stations is quite severe at night on unselective 
receivers, of which a greatnany still exist. 

OONOLUSIONS 

It.is desirable to carry out further tests to determine the 
:r:ad,iationch,aracteristics of the new mast radiator, including 
measurements by aircraft,' pulse methods and of fading. , It is . 
particularly. important to. determine wlw the vertical polar diagr'~ 
varies in different directions from the transmitter. 

The erection 'and use of the mast radiator at Brookmans Park has 
considerably increased the service area of the Brookmans Park transmitter, 
but still does not giVe a satisfactory service on the South Coast of e 
England •. 'Listeners hereha.ve had a strong signal from their local 
HG-roup during the "VaT and subsequently from start Point on 514m, and 
the Brookmans Park service' on 342m is not as satisfactory. Although 
Brookma:p.s Park gives' a reasonable sie;nal strength under good listening 
conditions:, a' selective 'recqiver and good aerial,. these conditions 
are not ahvays met •. 

(H. L. Kirke) 
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APPENDIX 

. . 

THE MEASURED BASE D£PEDANOE. 

Fig~ 3 sho~lTs' the mast impedance; men.sured from the ATH, with the 
loading coil short-circuited; this merits detailed consideration. 

The AA resoncmce occur~. ~t a frequency of 382 kc/s, but it is 
necessary to correct this by taking account of the lead-in and also 
the capacity be~veen the mast, base and earth, due to var~ous fittings 
,Vhicn wi11be discussed in I:lore detail later. The short circuit 
reactance o'f the, lead-in l:las been measured, Dnd the base capacity has 
been estimated in a,vay to be described· later. The modified fi./4- ' 
resonance frequency, taking account(?f the13e corrections, becomes ." 
401 kC/s and the corresponding }A/4 resonance frequen~ is 1206kc/s, 
the tvvo frequencies being 'in the expected 3 !, 1 ratio within close 
limits. The electrical mast height is, therefore, JB7m; the physical 
height, on the othe:r:- ,hand, is 507' ;\jiJi~h a top equivalent to an , 
additional mast 'height of 57', a total of 5~f or 172m. , ... 

'~e velo~ity' of propacation, . v, is ,thus i~2 =0'.92 ~, c bcing~l1.e 
velocJ.ty of IJ.ghtj:themast was actually desJ.~ed assunung a velocJ.ty 
of propagation cif 0.9 c, a value which, was based on previousexperien.qe. 
As far as the vertical polar diagram is co~ccrned,' howeyor, the mast 
behaves as though the effective velocity of /propagation were 0.96 c 
(the mean of 0.92 c and c). Taking this into account, the height of 
'a simple mas t giving the same vertical pola~ .m a[7"run, hereafter called 
,the V.P.D. effect:i:ve height; is.o. 52 A . ' . 

The characteristic impedance of the mast may be derived from the 
slope ,of the reactance' curve at ,the )../4,A/2 or 3)../4 re'sonance points, 
and also from G. W • HovlTe' El theoretical formula. There is good,· 
agreement between the results usin.~ these different methods, the mean 
being 260.0.. . 

TheA/2 ,r~sonance frequen~y is 802 kc/s, and here the impedDnce, 
corrected for the lead-in short circuit reactance', is 103, -: j275 or 
837p - j313. . 2 

Zo 
The theoretical resistance at this point is EL' where Zo is the 

chara9teristic impedance, and RL is the loop radiation resistance for 
a velocity of propagation of 0.92 C; this becomes 260

2
= 900.Q. This 

-75 
'is in reasonable agreement .11 th the measured base resistance, and the 
measured base reactance must be ascribed to added capacity acrODS the 
mast base, equivalent in·this case to 6}0 ~. 
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This base CQPQcity is very high and profound~ oodifies the driving 
point impedance. The greater port of this is due to the proxir.rl. ty of 
the earth to the lo·wer part of the mast, ancl is unavoidable; additional 
capacity is.contributed by the lead-in, the corona rings on the mast 
and lead-in insulator, the raiJ:1. shield round .the base insulator,· and 
the mast lighting supply system. As anindicD.tion of the effect of 
additional capayity at the mastbuse, impedance.measurements at 877 kqls 
made on September 18th, 194-6, shortly before the mast went into . 

service, gave 101 - j24b; on March 22nd, 1947, the corresponding 
measurements were 54- j166, corr~spondine to an added capacity of 
230 IlIlF, Qftcr taking account of the effect of the lead-in. 

i 

I 

. The onlYI:l.odifica tions which had been made, arid which can account 
for this difference, were a cb..-'\nge in the mast liehting system (the·· 
replacement of the. four-choke input systen by a transformer), and the . 

. addition of al~ge copper rain shield round the mast base insulator. 

~.~ 

It is evidcntly most important to keep the stray capacities to a 
min:iJrrum. It is suggested. that in future corona. rings and rain shields 
should be reduced to the smallest possible di..-nensions, the rain shield 
preferably being non-metallic, and that the mast li'[f,hting circuit 
should be designed to modi~ the impedance as.little a~ possible_ It 
is thought that vvith care the base capacity may be limited in this we::! 
to aboutlj.Qo 1lf.lF. Excessive base capacity - being controlled by 
meohanicalfittinGS which are not usually accurately specified in advance -
makes the prediction of .the base impedance extremely difficult. The 
parallel reSistance, on I the other hand,. and hence the base vel tage, can 
usually be calculated :r;easonably accurately for a type and size of mast 
of which we have had previous experience • 

. The chanse in driving point inpedance due to base capacity is 
illustrated in the following table, which e;ives the oast base impedance 
before and after the modifications to the lightinZ pircui ts and the e 
installation of. the rain shield, for different values of mast loading 
inductance. In each ·case the change can be ascribed to an additional 
base capacity of approximately 230 !J.~ ; part of this change is due to 
the removal of parallel inductance (the lighting chokes) but the major 
part. is due to the addition of the rain shield and lighting .' . 
transformers. . 

Mast Loacline; Ooil TUFDf! 1{as t Base Impedance 

Before Modificatiort~ After Modifications 

101- j240 

78 - j2l7 

'32 - j154-

54 ... j166 

4-5 - j l 54 
23 jl07 
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The impedance-frequenQy characteristic of the aerial with the 
mast ~oading coil ~use is thovvn in FiG. 4 for tilree different values 
o£ co~l turns; 0,' 2j, and 5;i. turns. We cannot calculate the ' 
effective height directly frcm the ~/4 or 3A/4 resonance £~equencies, . 
because the reactance bf the loading coil varies with frequency • . 

One method of comparing the measured curves of Fig. 4 with 
'predicted results is to calculate. the inductance necessary to Give the 
measured 3~/4 resonance 'frequency, and then to estimate the effect of 
this inductance at 877 kc/so 

This leads to the ,following results:-

Coil Turns 

o 
'1 
23 

* 3 

LOadin~ Coil Inducta...YJ.Ce 
to p;ive 3~Zf Resonance 

of Fig. , {J.H 

o 
5.8 

24.2 

Measured Ooil 
Inductance 

o 
5 

16.8 

0.52 A-

0.53 ~ 

0'057 ~ 

. It appears that a loadine coilsmallor than would be expected 
theoretically is needed, and this may be partly explained by an 
effective capacity. across the mast break, which is normally neglected 
in the calculations. For inotance, the difference be~en the 
calculated and measured values of the inductance in the above table 
can be explained by an· effective capacity of approximately 500 ~F 
across the mast break. 

t 

A further check on the V.P.D. effective heiGht can be obtained by 
estimatinG the lateral shift of the resistance and reactance curves in , 
Fig. 4 ~t 877 kc/so The values' deduced in this way show So od aGreement 
with those in the' above table. 

It does appear; therefore; th2.t the simplethcoretical.treatment 
described in Report No. E.027, Serial No. 1946/13, forms a satisfactory 
basis for design, but that a final adjustment,by bridce measurements 
is essential to ensure that the V.P.D. effective heiGht of the mast 
is correct. 
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